
{AT650A} (1) Strong John.  

(1) 650A in FFC III, 650 in FFC LXXIV.  

 

In the smithy; in the well; in war; at wood-carrying; as great eater; etc. Frequently serves as 

introduction to Type 30IB.  

 

I. The Strong Touth.  

(a) The strong youth is the son of a bear or  

(b) of a woman of the sea or the woods, or  

(c) he is born from an egg, or  

(d) is struck from iron by a smith, or  

(e) is the son of a man (dream) and a troll-woman,  

(f) He sucks his mother for many years,  

(g) He practices his strength by uprooting trees.  

 

II. His Setting-forth.  

(a) On account of his enormous appetite he is sent from home, 

(b) He works for a smith but drives the anvil into the ground and  

(c) throws trees on to the roof and breaks it.  

(d) He has a giant cane made which holds fifty cattle, or  

(e) he sets forth on adventures.  

 

III. The Labor Contract. 

(a) He makes a contract to work for a man; in payment he is to be allowed to give the man a single 

blow; the blow sends the man to the sky, or  

(b) he is to receive in payment all the grain he can carry off (cf. Type 1153); or (c) he makes a bargain 

that the first to become angry shall have his nose or ears cut off or shall receive a blow (cf. Type 

1000); or (d) he serves an ogre as punishment for stealing food.  

 

IV. The Labors. 



(a) Threshing grain: breaks the flail and makes a new one of one of the stable roof-beams (breaks the 

roof) (Type 1031).  

(b) Clearing land: breaks tools (Type 1003).  

 

V. Attempts to Kill the Touth.  

(a) Going to the devil’s mill: he drives the devil to his master’s house,  

(b) Going for a wild horse.(or for the devils in hell): the master throws a millstone on him. He puts it 

around his neck as a collar (Type 1146) and asks that the chicken stop scratching on him.  

 

 

 

  



Motifs:  

 

I.  

[B631] Human offspring from marriage to animal.  

[F611.1.1] Strong man son of bear who has stolen his mother.  

[F611.1.14] Strong hero son of woman of sea.  

[F611.1.15] Strong hero son of woodspirit.  

[F611.1.11] Strong hero born from egg.  

[F611.1.12] Strong hero struck by smith from iron.  

[F611.1.13] Strong hero son of man and troll-woman. Relations take place in dream.  

[T516] Conception through dream.  

[F611.2.3] Strong hero’s long nursing.  

[F611.2.1] Strong hero suckled by animal.  

[F611.3.1] Strong hero practices uprooting trees.  

 

II.  

[L114.3] Unruly hero.  

[F612.1] Strong hero sent from home because of enormous appetite.  

[F612.2] Strong hero kills (overcomes) playmates: sent from home.  

[F614.1] Strong man drives anvil into ground.  

[F614.6] Strong man throws trees on roof and breaks it.  

[F614.2] Strong man uproots tree and uses it as weapon.  

[F612.3.1] Giant cane for strong man. Cane holds fifty cattle.  

[H1221] Quest for adventure.  

 

III.  

[F613] Strong man makes labor contract.  

[F613.1] Strong man’s labor contract: blow at end of year.  

[F613.2] Strong man’s labor contract: all grain he can carry.  



[F613.3] Strong man’s labor contract: anger bargain. First to become angry shall receive blow.  

[F614.3] Strong man as gardener: destroys plants.  

[F613.4] Strong man serves ogre as punishment for stealing food.  

 

IV.  

[K1422] Threshing grain: granary roof used as threshing flail.  

[K1421] Clearing land: axe broken.  

[K1411] Plowing the field: horse and harness destroyed.  

[F615.3.1] Strong hero attacked with millstone puts it on as collar.  

[F615.3.1.1] Strong hero asks that chickens stop scratching. When his master throws millstone on him 

he complains that chickens are scratching dirt on him.  

[F615] Strong man evades death. Vain attempts to kill him.  

[H931] Tasks assigned in order to get rid of hero.  

[F615.2.3] Strong man sent for wild horses: brings them back.  

[F615.1] Strong man sent to devil’s mill: drives devils to master’s house.  

[F80] Journey to lower world.  

[H1272] Quest for devils in hell; hero brings them back with him.  
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{AT650B} (1) The Quest for a Strong Companion.  

(1) 650B in FFC III, 650B* in FFC LXXIV.  

 

The youth seeks a strong adversary to wrestle with. Stays the night in a hut, where two strong men live 

Upon seeing them, he takes flight and secretly leaves the house. Meeting a plowman, he begs to be 

concealed from the strong men pursuing him I he giant plowman hides him in his trousers [F531.5.11] 

and fights the two men. [J2631] .  
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{AT650C} The Youth who Bathed himself in the Blood of a Dragon.  

(Siegfried of the Nibelungen-Lied).  

The strong youth slays the dragon and bathes himself in its blood. [D1846.4] He acquires a horny skin 

which no weapon can penetrate. He dies from a wound received in the only weak spot on his body — 

under the armpit — where the dragon’s blood has not touched.  
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{AT650*} The Strong Youth [F610] in Service of the Priest kills giants [F628.2.39] and steals their 

catch of fish (a whale).  
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{AT650**} The Strong Youth [F610] ,  
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{AT650***} A Man Fishes up a Naked Boy who grows rapidly [T615] .  

 

The boy acquires through his singing [D858] a boat and a sword, and is joined by three companions 

[F601] . He kills a salmon and makes from its head a fiddle with the playing of which he calls together 

the animals [D1441.1.3] .  
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{AT650B*} changed to 650B.  

{###} 

 

{AT651*} Devil as Helper with Harvest.  

 

Man does not have big enough sheds to store corn. The devil appears and offers to help with the 

understanding that the man is not to be sorry later. The devil’s helpers aid the man in all his tasks. 

They cut down  

all his corn and wheat against his wishes. They eat his food and beat his wife. He cuts off the ear of the 

helper and receives back his corn and wheat. He rescues a princess by going down to hell and 

promising his ear to his helper in exchange for the princess. They marry. Cf. Type 301A II, III, IV.  
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